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Enquiries to:
OPCCN
Building 8, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Direct Dial: 01953 424455
Email: opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
如果您希望把这份资料翻译为国语，请致电01953
424455或发电子邮件至：opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
联系诺福克警察和犯罪事务专员办公室。
Если вы хотите получить данный документ на русском языке, пожалуйста,
обратитесь в Управление полиции и комиссии по рассмотрению правонарушений в
графстве Норфолк по тел. 01953 424455 или по электронной почте:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Se desejar obter uma cópia deste documento em português, por favor contacte o
Gabinete do Comissário da Polícia e Crimes através do 01953 424455 ou pelo e-mail:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jei šio dokumento kopiją norėtumėte gauti lietuvių kalba, prašome susisiekti su Policijos
ir nusikalstamumo komisarų tarnyba Norfolko grafystėje (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) telefonu 01953 424455 arba elektroninio pašto adresu
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jeśli chcieliby Państwo otrzymać kopię niniejszego dokumentu w języku polskim, prosimy
skontaktować się z władzami policji hrabstwa Norfolk (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) pod numerem 01953 424455 lub pisać na:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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MINUTES OF THE POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM MEETING
HELD ON MONDAY 19TH NOVEMBER 2018 AT 1:00 P.M.
FILBY ROOM, BUILDING 1, NORFOLK CONSTABULARY, JUBILEE HOUSE,
FALCONERS CHASE, WYMONDHAM, NORFOLK, NR18 0WW
1.

Attendance:
Mr L Green

Police and Crime Commissioner, OPCCN

Also in attendance:
Mr S Bailey
Mr N Davison
Ms K Elliott
Mr J Hummersone
Dr G Thompson
Mr J Stone
Mr J Mann
Apologies for Absence:

Chief Constable, Norfolk Constabulary
Temporary Assistant Chief Constable,
Norfolk Constabulary
Detective
Superintendent,
Norfolk
Constabulary
Chief Finance Officer, Norfolk Constabulary
/ OPCCN
Director – Policy and Commissioning,
OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Manager,
OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Assistant,
OPCCN

Apologies received for Chief Executive Officer Mark Stokes, Ms Sharon Lister
and Mr Martin Barsby from the OPCCN, Deputy Chief Constable Paul Sanford
and Assistant Chief Constable Simon Megicks from Norfolk Constabulary.
2.

Declarations of Personal and/or Prejudicial Interests:
There were none received.

3.

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 1st October 2018
The minutes were approved. The following updates were provided to the
actions arising from the previous meeting:
• the PCC requested for an update on Safer Schools and their priorities
within special measure schools to be provided to a future meeting. The
Chief Constable advised that this action was ongoing and would
provide an update in due course
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•

the Chief Constable to update the PCC on progress of the Reepham
Police Station proposals. The Chief Constable clarified that the work in
relation to the Reepham station was ongoing. The Chief Constable
added that there was comprehensive work being done by the Head of
Estates in the Constabulary and the Chief Constable stated that he
was due to meet with the Chief Fire Officer to discuss the Reepham
station proposals

•

the PCC to be updated by the Chief Constable with details of Special
Constabulary recruitment. The Chief Constable advised that work was
ongoing; there had been a successful campaign conducted in Great
Yarmouth that produced a greater interest in joining the Special
Constabulary and had consequently led to an induction of an additional
14 new Special Constables. He added that a new strategy for Special
Constabulary recruitment would be rolled out for all districts in the
county. The PCC requested for a breakdown of Special Constabulary
recruitment demographics and the Chief Constable stated that this
could be provided to the PCC

•

the PCC requested for KSI figures to be provided to the Safety Camera
Partnership meetings. The Chief Constable advised that this was
occurring and added that income generated from speed awareness
courses would be fed back into combatting primary causes for road
traffic collisions. The Chief Constable reported that there was a
different model that would be provided to the next Safety Camera
Partnership meeting. The PCC questioned if the Chief Constable was
looking into increased prices for speed awareness courses, as the
PCC for Devon and Cornwall was currently doing this. The Chief
Constable stated that increasing prices of the courses were being
driven centrally, however the PCC would decide locally if this was
something they would like to pursue. Safety Camera vans were
deployed based on the profile of KSIs in the county and deployment
would depend on various different factors including data gathered from
Community Speed Watch volunteers

•

comparison data from April to October 2018 to be provided to the next
Police Accountability Forum (PAF) which covers the ‘Improve Road
Safety’ theme. The Chief Constable advised that this would be the PAF
being held in January and so the action would carry forward

•

the topic of the exploration into the extension of the #Impact initiative to
be returned to at a future meeting. The Chief Constable stated that
there was further work that needed to be done in regards to the
initiative and updates could be provided at a future meeting

•

the action for the Constabulary to provide an update on progress of the
Close Pass scheme to the PCC had been completed

•

the Chief Constable was to discuss tackling violent crime with the PCC.
The Chief Constable outlined that there had been significant increases
in violent crime and the PCC questioned if this trend was seen
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nationally and asked if this could be looked at in terms of Norfolk
specifically. The Chief Constable stated that he needed to look at the
data and how the Constabulary compares to other forces, including
Norfolk’s Most Similar Forces. He added that most of the violent crimes
recorded were low level violent crimes that do not result in injury, and
added that there had been an increase in the confidence of victims.
The PCC queried if domestic violence crimes were of prevalence under
the violent crime category. The Chief Constable clarified that domestic
abuse incidents could be with or without injury and there had been an
increase in the number of domestic abuse incidents. The PCC asked if
knife crime was more frequent in the criminal community, to which the
Chief Constable stated that this was the case as offenders were more
likely to reoffend. The Chief Constable stated that there had been a
report created on serious and violent crime based on research
conducted by the Constabulary, and stated that this could be shared
with the PCC. ACTION for the Chief Constable to provide a report
on serious and violent crime to the PCC

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’

4.

The Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the Constabulary’s
progress on the Strategic Objectives for Priority seven of the Police and Crime
Plan. The report presented by the Chief Constable also includes the latest
Estates Strategy update at Appendix A, the performance measures for ‘Good
Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’ at Appendix B, and the 2018/19 budget
monitoring report at Appendix C.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Chief Constable reported on the progress of Norfolk 2020 and gave an
overview of progress achieved. He outlined that the 2020 policing model was
fully established, with Norfolk Constabulary being able to meet the policing
demands of the county. The Chief Constable added that over 100 officers had
been recruited during Norfolk 2020 which had put a strain on the Learning and
Development department. It was stated that Operation Solve was continuing
to deal with low level crimes which had reduced the demand on frontline
officers. Norfolk Constabulary had advertised for scene seals to work on a
zero hour contract and were currently interviewing potential officers for this
post

•

the Chief Constable reported that members of the public had frequently
mentioned that Norfolk Constabulary was performing well, however there
were not enough officers. He explained that Norfolk Constabulary have saved
over £30 million and was doing the best it could with the resources it had at its
disposal. Operation Moonshot had been established as a resource to reduce
the threat of County Lines in Norfolk as a pilot and was due to go live in the
next few weeks. The Chief Constable reported that Operation Moonshot city
had achieved 160 arrests and would deliver significant benefits to help tackle
County Lines
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•

the Chief Constable reported that there had been an increase in calls into
control rooms nationally, and even though this was occurring, Norfolk
Constabulary was continuing to uphold a high pick up rate of 999 calls. The
Constabulary was also continuing to perform well in terms of 101 call handling
as they continued to pick up calls quickly and were able to triage and manage
calls accordingly. The Chief Constable stated that there had been a Her
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Service
(HMICFRS) hot debrief in which HMICFRS were happy with feedback from
Norfolk Constabulary. It was reported that there was ongoing work with 2020,
a review of the control room and development ongoing with the Early Help
Hubs which will be able to show investment to save

•

the Chief Constable stated that he had met with the Chief Constable of Suffolk
Constabulary to talk about the pension deficit and appropriate plans that could
be implemented. He mentioned that time was needed to plan to find savings
and stated that the quality of service Norfolk was providing was good and was
outperforming its Most Similar Forces

•

the Chief Constable announced that detection rates nationally were seen to
be down, however Norfolk was top three in the country in terms of detection
rates and was performing well against the funding backdrop. There was also
an emergence of the threat of online crime, the demand of which was being
picked up by the criminal investigations department, which was also improving
investigations into sexual abuse crimes

•

the PCC queried why a parish in Norfolk had hired a security officer when the
Constabulary had made a commitment towards community policing. The
Chief Constable clarified that this was based on perceptions of the community
rather than data, as anti-social behaviour (ASB) statistics were very low. The
Chief Constable stated that there were challenges surrounding perceptions as
public regularly say that police officers were not seen enough, however
through the Threat, Harm, Risk, Investigation, Opportunities and Vulnerability
(THRIVE) assessment the Constabulary could allocate resources based on
demand in the county. The Chief Constable added that there had been an
investment from the Constabulary in early help in order to stop people from
entering the criminal justice system. Proactive work was being completed
including delivering presentations to schools in Norfolk on the dangers of knife
crime and County Lines

•

the Chief Constable stated that preventative work was allocated on current
funding and if funding changed then the amount of prevention work the
Constabulary would be able to do would be affected. The PCC reported that
the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner was successful in securing
funding for tackling youth violence linked to County Lines offending and added
that he attended the Connect agency which addressed vulnerable people in
domestic violence situations and aimed to prevent reoffending. The Chief
Constable stated that Norfolk Constabulary was in a good place and even
though the Constabulary experienced a busy summer, it was still experiencing
positive indicators in relation to detection rates and call handling
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Police and Crime
Vulnerability’

5.

Plan

Theme:

‘Support

Victims

and

Reduce

The Temporary Assistant Chief Constable presented the report, which
outlined Norfolk Constabulary’s progress against Priority five of the Police and
Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were as follows:
•

the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable (T/ACC) reported that the
Constabulary had been linking in with the Child Criminal Exploitation team in
the County Council to tackle the impact of County Lines. The T/ACC stated
that the team were looking to gain an additional two constables and would be
interviewing shortly for the positions. The Child Criminal Exploitation team’s
main objectives are diversion, enforcement and awareness. It was announced
the team would run for a twelve month period as a pilot, which would end in
May 2019, and during this time an evaluation would take place to understand
what dedicated resource was needed

•

the PCC queried if there was an issue of county councils not providing care
for young people aged between 16-18 years old. The T/ACC reported that
there were recovery plans in place for Children’s Services and that questions
around this subject would be best directed to them. The T/ACC stated that
accommodation was clearly a factor in safety of younger people and can
prevent challenges. There were occasions where the Constabulary would
have to attend and assist Children’s Services, such as when a child would
become violent, or if there was a missing person reported to the police

•

the PCC stated that he had met with a head teacher at a Special Schools
Pupil Referral Unit and reported that she had raised concerns regarding cars
parked outside a school and suspected these cars were linked to County
Lines offending. She had called police on 999 and call handlers had advised
her that 101 was the number she should be calling, and the PCC asked if
there were issues similar to this one county wide. The T/ACC advised that he
was not aware of the specifics countywide, however he could provide an
update to the PCC with how the Constabulary was currently performing in
Norfolk in regards to the threat of County Lines, and in particular with the
Special Schools Referral Units at a future date. The T/ACC also mentioned
that it would be good practice for district commanders to build relationships
with these units and the head teachers for information regarding County
Lines. ACTION for the PCC to be updated on current Constabulary
performance in regards to County Lines offending and in specific regard
to Special Schools Pupil Referral Units in the county

•

the PCC questioned if there were cases where victims were not supporting
prosecution. The Chief Constable reported that victims had more confidence
than ever before and this was creating an increase in court cases, but there
were many plausible explanations for the uplift in prosecutions not being
supported. The Chief Constable gave the example that there had been many
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recent high profile cases of historic abuse that had received a lot of media
attention, which had then in turn allowed victims to have greater confidence in
reporting. He also reported that crime data integrity had been improved and
advised that the statistics of how many cases were reported by a third party
and how many people disengage on first contact with police. The Chief
Constable stated that more research was needed to better understand the
reasons for non-support of prosecutions, but evidence would suggest that
waiting times for prosecution and victims wanting to move on with their lives
were major factors affecting this
•

the PCC reported that outcome rates were better in Norfolk than in other
Constabularies across the country. The Chief Constable agreed but stated
that Norfolk Constabulary still needed to give victims the best service it could.
He reported that conversations with the MASH and the Police Chiefs Council
were taking place in relation to this topic and stated that even though Norfolk
was one of the higher performing forces, more work needed to be done. The
PCC raised the issue of members of the public having the perception that they
would not report crimes as the Constabulary would not respond or would
respond too late. The Chief Constable explained that academic research
would not support this claim. He added that the Constabulary nearly always
get things right, but did not every time, and added that Norfolk Constabulary
did the best it could; however, there were external factors that occur outside
of the Constabulary’s control that could affect response times
Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Deliver a Modern and Innovative Service’

6.

The Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the Constabulary’s
progress against Priority six of the Police and Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Chief Constable reported that there was a huge scale of change for the
ICT programme in the Constabulary. ERP, forensic capability, shared
services, records management, mobiles for frontline officers, Body Worn
Video and the smart Storm system were all areas under the ICT programme.
The Chief Constable explained that there had been a large investment in
virtual courts which would allow for efficiencies to be made, and an
investment in Office 365 which would come at a cost to the Constabulary. The
PCC queried if all the projects under the ICT programme were budgeted for
the Medium Term Financial plan. The Chief Constable stated that they were
and mentioned that drones in particular were an example of good investment
and would only grow in size. The PCC questioned if this was budgeted for, to
which the Chief Constable agreed that it was, but stated that it was only a
small amount of money in relation to other programmes such as ERP and
Body Worn Video

•

the PCC queried if the increased investment in drones would reduce the need
for NPAS services that the Constabulary was receiving. The Chief Constable
advised that there were limitations to drones such as flight times and not
being able to fly in certain weather. The PCC queried if the change from enAct
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to Apex systems would affect Constabulary performance. It was assured that
performance would not be affected by the transition in systems
•

the PCC questioned if the Constabulary had received new Tasers and
whether the Constabulary would have to replace old Tasers and provide
training for officers. The Chief Constable clarified that the new Tasers had
been received, training was being provided and response teams were to be
equipped with the new Tasers. The PCC asked if mobile fingerprint devices
were widely used for frontline officers and were being invested in. The Chief
Constable stated that they were currently used on one system that will soon
be replaced by a newer one so the Constabulary was not currently investing
in the system. The PCC queried the changing shift patterns in the Norfolk
Police Investigation Centres (PICs). The Chief Constable stated that the shift
patterns had changed to align Custody Sergeants’ and PIC staff shift patterns.
The PCC asked what morale of the staff was like in the PICs to which the
Chief Constable updated that morale was good in some and could be
improved in others. The Chief Constable mentioned that this was being
worked on through the alignment of shift patters and reviewing of officer
posts. ACTION for the PCC to receive an update on custody staff welfare
in PICs across Norfolk
Professional Standards Department Complaints Update

7.

Detective Superintendent Katie Elliott presented the report, which outlined the
current progress of the Constabulary’s Professional Standards Department in
regards to complaints, misconduct and Professional Standards information.
The key points discussed were:
•

Detective Superintendent (D/Supt) Elliott reported that there had been a
decrease in complaints into the Professional Standards Department (PSD)
this financial year, and added that allegations had remained consistent
despite this. D/Supt Elliott explained that there was not a strict pattern of
complaints year-on-year and nationally these change and fluctuate, and
added that Norfolk followed this trend. She reported that the primary category
of complaints was neglect of duty, which was a wide ranging category, and
could include areas such as the extent to which a crime was investigated.
D/Supt Elliott stated that analysis of this category was ongoing in order to
reduce this complaint type and announced that this would be able to be
provided to the PCC in the next reporting period. ACTION for analysis of the
neglect of duty complaint type and reduction strategy to be provided to
the PCC

•

D/Supt Elliott outlined legislation around complaints recording, Independent
Office for Police Conduct (IOPC) guidance, and stated that there were
processes the Professional Standards Department and the Constabulary had
to follow when recording complaints and deciding whether they should be
recorded or not. She reported that Norfolk Constabulary receives quarterly
scrutiny from the IOPC on the way it handled complaints and explained that
this led Norfolk Constabulary to have very effective service recovery, which
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could be a reason contributing to the lower level of local resolutions for
Norfolk shown in the data when compared to national statistics
•

D/Supt Elliott gave more detail around service recovery. She explained that
service recovery could occur from low level complaints being referred to PSD
around areas such as an officer not getting to an appointment on time. For
example the Constabulary could contact the complainant to explain that a
road was blocked and if this was an adequate explanation for the complainant
this would count as service recovery. D/Supt Elliott added that if the
complainant was still dissatisfied with the Constabulary’s response they could
formally complain and this would be addressed by the Constabulary

•

the PCC queried if PSD was prepared for the upcoming legislative changes
around complaints and asked if liaison was occurring with the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk (OPCCN). D/Supt Elliott stated
that PSD was ready for the changes, had been liaising with the OPCCN and
was ready to train the OPCCs in Norfolk and Suffolk when the legislation
came into effect

•

D/Supt Elliott announced that a complaints reduction group had been
established and included staff from departments across the Constabulary to
which the PCC queried if the Independent Advisory Group could be involved.
D/Supt Elliott advised that the complaints reduction group was due to meet
shortly and the first meeting would determine which attendees would need to
attend, but added that staff from the OPCCs in Norfolk and Suffolk were
welcome to attend. D/Supt Elliott reported that the aim of the group would be
to focus on learning and improvement found from complaint handling and
mistakes that may be made when handling complaints. The PCC questioned
how learning would be disseminated to the rest of the Constabulary. D/Supt
Elliott advised that learning would be disseminated through one to one
meetings with heads of department, who would feedback to managers who
would share with officers on the frontline. She added that there was a PSD
document called the ‘Learning Times’ which was disseminated throughout the
Constabulary. The PCC requested to see a copy of this document. ACTION
for the PCC to be sent a copy of the Learning Times PSD document
Emerging Operational / Organisational Risks

8.

The Chief Constable outlined the emerging operational / organisational risks
to the Constabulary, and gave updates on current processes.
•

the Chief Constable reported that financial pressures continued to be a factor
experienced by the Constabulary and stated that he hoped the Home Office
would be able to raise the precept cap, however Norfolk Constabulary would
have to bear whatever the decision would be. The Chief Constable added that
the message heard from members of the public was that more officers were
needed, but officers were doing a good job despite this. The PCC stated that
there would be an expectation that forces would continue to look at all
possible efficiencies that could be made. The Chief Constable advised that
efficiencies would be taken as far as they could, mentioned that the
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collaboration with Suffolk was one of the most advanced in the country and
stated that Chief Constables were continuing to ensure efficiencies were
being found

9.

•

the PCC asked about specialist resources and queried if any efficiencies
could be made in this area. The Chief Constable reported that the bulk of
specialist capabilities are regional at this moment in time and included areas
such as procurement and estates. He stated that cost pressures continue to
be a factor, however the Constabulary was performing well against a
backdrop of increased call demands and an increase in resource intensive
investigations

•

the Chief Constable stated that the scale of change needed to be delivered by
the Constabulary was also an area of concern. He added that the
Constabulary was stretched in terms of resources and so some projects had
to be postponed if the Constabulary did not have the capacity to deliver them.
The PCC queried if the Constabulary was a last resort service and questioned
if they could bill other services when they assist due to unavailability. The
Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary would not bill other services in
this regard and advised that all services experience budget pressures so the
Constabulary would assist if someone was in need. He added that police
would not pick and choose what to respond to and would assist anyone who
needs the police
Date of Next Meeting:
Thursday 31st January 2019 – 14:00 to 16:00 in the Filby room, Building 1,
Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase, Wymondham,
Norfolk, NR18 0WW.

…………...……………………….
Lorne Green
Police and Crime Commissioner

…………...……………………………
Simon Bailey
Chief Constable
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Police Accountability Forum – 31/01/2019

Suggested approach from Jordan Mann, Performance and Scrutiny Assistant
The Forum is recommended to:
1) Consider the Police Accountability Forum papers and any other matters which have significant
resource, reputational issues, strategic implications or relate to a significant organisation change.
2) Enable the Chief Constable, and Chief Officers as appropriate, to brief the PCC or discuss
relevant matters formally within a structured agenda.

1.

Background

1.1

The Police Accountability Forum is a formal meeting to enable the Police and Crime Commissioner
to hold the Chief Constable of Norfolk Constabulary to account for the policing service delivered in
the county.

1.2

Members of the public are welcome to attend these meetings, which are held at Norfolk Police
Headquarters in Wymondham. The agenda and reports for the meetings are published on the
Norfolk Police and Crime Commissioner’s website five working days before the meeting.

1.3

Items on the agenda include how the Constabulary is performing against the PCC’s policing
priorities, how the police budget is being spent and financial planning for the future, along with
updates on major police investigations and initiatives.

2.

Scope of Responsibilities

2.1

The PCC is required to hold the Chief Constable to account for operational delivery of policing
including in relation to the Strategic Policing Requirement published by the Home Secretary.

2.2

The Forum does not have responsibility for operational policing matters or the day to day
management of the Constabulary.

2.3

In order for the PCC to exercise the functions of the office effectively, the PCC will need access to
information, officers and staff within their force area. Such access to any information should not be
unreasonably withheld or obstructed by the Chief Constable and/or fetter the Chief Constable’s
direction and control of the force.
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3.

Summary of Minutes from the Previous Meeting

3.1

The minutes of the last meeting can be accessed on the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s website and are updated ten working days after every meeting.

3.2

The agenda items for the Police Accountability Forum cover priorities in the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan and the priorities covered in the last meeting included:
• Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money
• Support Victims and Reduce Vulnerability
• Deliver a Modern and Innovative Service

3.3

A Professional Standards Complaints Update paper was also included in the agenda and was
covered in discussions during the last meeting.

4.

Suggested Approach – PAF Theme: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money (Agenda Item
4)

4.1

Norfolk Constabulary has submitted a report detailing Norfolk Constabulary’s progress against the
Strategic Policing Objectives for Priority seven: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money. The
report also includes an Estates Update located under Appendix A of the report, Performance
Measures for the ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’ theme under Appendix B and a Budget
Monitoring report under Appendix C which provides a high level financial overview of the delegated
Constabulary Revenue Budget and the Capital Budgets for the current year 2018/19.

4.2

After the Constabulary has presented the paper to the Police Accountability Forum, the PCC may
wish to consider asking for information in the following areas:

a)

The establishment of local Safer Schools policing and what effect changes will have on the public.

b)

Number and type of calls received in the control room, how the telephony system is operating and
data provided in this area in the report and how it has changed compared to previous years.

c)

Abstractions of staff in the control room and how this could have an impact to the service provided
by Norfolk Constabulary.

d)

The number of emergencies responded to in target and how the data has changed compared to
previous years.

e)

The forecast underspends relating to partnership contribution outlined in the Budget Monitoring
report in Appendix C and the reasons these are occurring.

f)

How sustainable the current projected level of reserves is.
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5.

Suggested Approach – PAF Theme: Prevent Offending (Agenda Item 5)

5.1

Norfolk Constabulary has submitted a Prevent Offending report detailing Operation Gravity which
was instigated to respond to the threat of County Lines in Norfolk. Operation Gravity was created in
December 2016 and since this date this form of criminal activity has received national exposure,
has shown how organised crime groups establish drug supply networks, and how well this is
understood.

5.2

After the Constabulary has presented the paper, the PCC may wish to consider asking for
information on the following areas:

a)

How effective work on County Lines and post enforcement consolidation work conducted by the
Constabulary has been.

b)

Whether there has been a reduction in County Line activity since the creation of Operation Gravity.

c)

In the Performance Measures:
i) Why there has been an increase in the average number of crimes committed in the last 12
months from the long term average for the following crime areas:
o Serious Sexual Offences (SSO)
o Number of Domestic Abuse Crimes (DA)
o Number of Robbery Crimes
o Number of Violence with Injury Crimes
ii) Why there is not data available for the long term averages of the following crime areas and if
there could be some comparable data provided in place of the missing data:
o Number of Child Sexual Abuse Crimes (CSA)
o Number of Personal Property Crimes
o Number of Hate Crimes
o Number of Online Crimes

6.

Suggested Approach – PAF Theme: Increase Visible Policing (Agenda Item 6)

6.1

Norfolk Constabulary has submitted a report detailing the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic
Policing Objectives for Priority One: Increase Visible Policing, as set in the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and Crime Plan 2016-2020.
The report also details the progress of the new Norfolk Constabulary policing model which would
change Local Policing in Norfolk and ensure the organisation was fit for the future.

6.2

After the Constabulary has presented the paper to the Police Accountability Forum, the PCC may
wish to consider asking for information on the following areas:

a)

The effective strength of the Local Policing Establishment, what the effect of an increase in
numbers will have on the local community and Norfolk Constabulary’s plans in place to achieve
this.
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b)

The effect of an increase in the numbers of 999 calls to the Norfolk control room against the
current climate of the control room not being up to full strength in terms of numbers.

c)

With crime being on the increase, changes to the way lower level volume crime is being
investigated.

d)

The Performance Measures for Priority One – Increase Visible Policing and reasons why there are
reductions in the following areas of the figures:
o Actual Strength: Special Constabulary
o Percentage of people who agree that police deal with community priorities
Also why there is data missing for the Long Term Average for the following areas and what data
could be given in place of this:
o Percentage of Police Officer Funded Strength available for front line duties.

7.

Suggested Approach – HMICFRS Hate Crime Recommendations Update Paper (Agenda
Item 7)

7.1

Norfolk Constabulary has submitted a paper detailing recommendations from the report on hate
crime produced by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Service
(HMICFRS), and the Constabulary’s response to these recommendations.

7.2

After the Constabulary has presented the paper to the Police Accountability Forum, the PCC may
wish to consider asking for information on the following areas:

a)

How Norfolk Constabulary plans to achieve the recommendations set by HMICFRS and if there is
any effect on the quality of service provided by the Constabulary.

b)

The ongoing national hate crime products, methods of scrutiny and what updates may be provided
to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner as a result of these ongoing areas.
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AGENDA ITEM: 4

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 31st January 2019

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

SUMMARY:
This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and
Crime Plan 2016-2020. The report also includes the latest Estates Strategy
update and the latest revenue and capital budget monitoring report for the Chief
Constable’s delegated budget.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and
Crime Plan 2016-2020.

1.2

The Constabulary scrutinises force performance and expenditure through a
number of regular frameworks. These include a number of internal meetings,
for example the Strategic Planning and Monitoring Group and Organisational
Board reporting directly to the Chief Officer Group. The Strategic Governance
Board is an internal meeting held with the Police and Crime Commissioner as a
forum to scrutinize performance. Externally, the Police Accountability Forum is
held bi-monthly, where the Chief Constable, senior officers and staff are held to
account by the Police and Crime Commissioner. In addition, public question
and answer sessions have been established across the county to allow the
public to directly question the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Officer
Team on performance and any other concerns (SO27, Develop robust
accountability frameworks and governance arrangements).
SO25: Deliver an efficient policing service, achieving value for money for
all Norfolk residents.

1.3

A meeting structure has been put in place to manage and progress Areas for
Improvement included in HMICFRS reports. They are managed through the
Deputy Chief Constables’ HMICFRS Steering Group and have Chief Constable
approval prior to submission to the Strategic Governance Board.

1.4

The Constabulary is committed to achieving efficiencies through a shared
service provision, and is actively exploring national, regional and local
opportunities through the 7 forces strategic collaboration programme and with
our preferred partner, Suffolk Constabulary.

1.5

A more detailed update of the Norfolk 2020 work with respect to visible policing
is included in a separate paper for this priority. However, a brief overview is
included below.

1.6

The new local policing structure is in place. Student officers continue to
become effective in groups, increasing the fulfilment of the policing model
posts. The model is now running at 87% effective strength. To provide a sense
of scale, peak strength will likely be 90-91%, there being an expected and
accepted difference for long term sick, abstractions, secondments, national
operations etc.

1.7

Since ‘go live’ on April 1st 2018, we have increased the number of Safer
Neighbourhood Team Patrol officers put out every shift by 2. We have also
increased the number of Sergeants on duty every shift by 1. We have
introduced 14 Sergeants who will be dedicated to Neighbourhood Policing and
all but completed the fulfilment of an uplift of Beat Managers (an uplift to 100
from a starting point of 84). These officers are focused on local priorities and
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local problem solving. The successful candidates for this uplift are being
released to the roles in phased manner as the student officers become
effective.
1.8

In terms of enhancing the proactive and preventative element of the policing
model, the Operation Moonshot ‘City’ Team went live on 12th November 2018.
In their first 24 shifts the have made 55 arrests and seized 41 vehicles.

1.9

There have been developments relating to the Safer Schools unit. It has been
agreed that the monies set aside for three additional police staff will be
converted into two Police Constables, to work in partnership with Norfolk
County Council in a preventative manner. The resources will combine with a
greater number of staff from NCC to work with youths across a number of
schools who are on the fringes of county lines activities. This will run as a pilot
initiative for a 6 month period.

1.10

As per the previous report, the Public Enquiry Office operating model has
become business as usual with the new model now fully staffed. Engagement
Surgeries are available as announced at police stations across the county, for 2
hours each week, to ensure members of the public can engage with a local
officer face to face should they wish. The dates and times of the Engagement
Surgeries are advertised locally via social media and local newspapers as well
as on the Constabulary website and on local signage at the police station.

1.11

Operation Solve, where a number of low harm crime investigations are now
able to be investigated over the phone or by email for both our business and
community victims, continues to gain momentum. In addition, a website
revamp has vastly improved the ability for victims (business and personal) to
report crime on-line. The Contact and Control Room has seen the introduction
of a new telephony system, which allows the public to select the service they
were seeking, improving the service provided. This has improved call handling
time significantly.

1.12

There has been a rise in both Emergency and Urgent Calls across this summer
compared to last year and the three year average. Despite this, the emergency
response attendance times were as expected. As reported previously, with any
organisational restructure of this scale, the transition will take time to complete
fully. Owing to the number of student officers who are not fully deployable at
this stage, some of the roles of the new model are not fully functional. This will
continue to strengthen going forwards. Overall, the programme remains on
budget and on time.

1.13

The Constabulary is committed to evidence based approaches to ensure
efficiencies, demonstrated in the depth of the Norfolk 2020 review. This is
further evidenced through the application of the Chief Constable’s Evidence
Based Policing (EBP) Problem Solving fund, the use of academia, and the
investment in officers and staff to understand EBP principles.

1.14

A detailed report of the Constabulary’s Estates Strategy is attached as
Appendix A. Of note is the successful award of £50k reallocated funding from
the Norfolk One Public Estate budget towards the joint blue light Fire Station
site project at Attleborough.
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1.15

The Performance Measures for Priority 7, Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’
Money, are attached in Appendix B.
SO26: Join up emergency services and identify opportunities for further
collaboration

1.16

Norfolk Constabulary is committed to exploring initiatives with Norfolk Fire and
Rescue Service and the Constabulary is committed to support the work of the 7
Force collaboration project.

2.

FINANCIAL UPDATE

2.1

An important part of the demonstration of Good Stewardship is the monitoring
of the revenue and capital budgets which are delegated to the Chief Constable
for spending on operational policing and delivery of the Police and Crime Plan.

2.2

At this half year stage the budget is forecast to be marginally underspent at the
year end. Full details are in Appendix C.

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None

Report Authors:Supt Jo Doyle
CFO John Hummersone
31 December 2018
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Appendix A

ORIGINATOR: Head of Estates.

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information.

SUBMITTED TO:

Police Accountability Forum – 31st January 2019.

SUBJECT:

Estates Update.

SUMMARY:
This paper updates the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk (PCC) on the
latest position with the Norfolk 2020 estates strategy projects.

RECOMMENDATION:
For the Norfolk PCC to note the estates strategy update.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION.

1.0
1.1

ESTATES STRATEGY – NORFOLK 2020 UPDATE:
Following the last meeting the Norfolk 2020 related Estates projects are
updated as follows:

1.2
BRECKLAND:
1.2.1 Attleborough – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Attleborough Fire Station. Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals.
Attleborough Police Station – Existing Site.

The site is also proposed to be shared by the East of England Ambulance
Service, who will move with us from the existing London Road police station
site.
The Norfolk One Public Estate Partnership Board has allocated new grant
funding of £50K towards the joint bluelight Attleborough Fire Station site project.
This funding will be used to complete the planning, design and tender work for
the extension of the fire station premises.
The Estates Department is advancing the project together with Fire & Rescue
and Ambulance partners.
1.2.2 Swaffham – The PCC previously approved the purchase of a new site at the
Eco-Tec Business Park, Swaffham. Contracts have been legally exchanged to
purchase a new site located behind Waitrose supermarket.
Existing Swaffham Police Station.

Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have completed the design of the new
police station and west Norfolk investigation hub. A planning application has
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now been submitted to Breckland District Council.
expected by 22nd February 2019.

A planning decision is

The Estates Department is also reviewing the recently vacant and neighbouring
‘Green Britain Centre’ premises own by Breckland District Council. This may
provide an alternative site option depending on purchase price, yet to be
outlined by the Council.
1.3
BROADLAND:
1.3.1 Acle – It is planned to relocate services to a new police station and east Norfolk
investigation hub. The Estates Department is continuing work around land
purchase and police station design for a new site at Broadland Business Park
and shared facilities are being reviewed at Acle Fire Station to maintain local
presence and visibility.
Acle Police Station

1.3.2 Reepham – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Reepham Fire Station.
Reepham Police Station – Existing Site.

Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and Broadland District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police report
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room extension on the fire station building via the award of planning permission
on 13th July 2018.
The proposed works at Reepham Fire Station have now been placed out to
tender, together with the proposed works at Holt Fire Station and the tender
results are awaited.
1.3.3 Sprowston – It is planned to relocate to a new Eastern Investigation Hub.
Work is ongoing to investigate site options for the new east Norwich hub site.
Sprowston Police Station – Existing Site.

As of 1st March 2018, the existing Sprowston Police Station has been
designated as an ‘asset of community value’ and a restriction has been placed
against the registered property ownership title at the Land Registry. This will
provide a future opportunity for the community to have the first right to purchase
the site, but this will still be at market value.
Chaplin Farrant architects are commencing background investigations in
preparation for the future disposal of the site.
1.4
GREAT YARMOUTH:
1.4.1 Caister On Sea – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken
practical investigations of the site and they have now submitted a planning
application to Great Yarmouth Borough Council for future sale and residential
re-development of the site for six dwellings.
Caister-On-Sea Police Station – Existing Site.
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1.5
KING’S LYNN & WEST NORFOLK:
1.5.1 North Lynn – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans ready for the
submission of an outline planning application for future sale and residential redevelopment of the site.
North Lynn Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with both the Borough Council of King’s
Lynn and West Norfolk and Freebridge Housing Association, who are the
owners of the neighbouring residential estate.
1.6
NORTH NORFOLK:
1.6.1 Holt – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Holt Fire
Station.
Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and North Norfolk District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police station
extension on the fire station building via the award of planning permission on
14th September 2018.
The proposed works at Holt Fire Station have now been placed out to tender
together with the proposed works at Reepham Fire Station and the tender
results are awaited.
Holt Police Station – Existing Site.
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1.6.2 An outline planning application has been submitted to North Norfolk District
Council by Chaplin Farrant architects for the future disposal of the existing Holt
Police Station site for residential use for the development of nine dwellings.
1.7
NORWICH CITY:
1.7.1 Tuckswood – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they have now submitted a residential planning
application to Norwich City Council.
The application is for a change of use to residential for the former police house
(as per photo below) and for four residential units on the site of the adjoining
beat box and car parking area.
Tuckswood Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with Norwich City Council regarding the
future disposal of the site.
1.7.2 Bowthorpe – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they have now submitted an outline planning
application to Norwich City Council for residential re-development on the site.
The application is for three dwellings.
Bowthorpe Police Station – Existing Site.
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2.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

2.1

As stated in the report.

3.0

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

3.1

As stated in the report.
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
No.
Yes – Via Estates
Strategy.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes, but no formal
assessment has
been made.
Yes.
To protect the
availability of
frontline
resources.
Quality of service
target.
Capital
programme.

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?

Financial Savings.
Yes.
Consultation has
taken place with
partners.
EG: Fire &
Ambulance.
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Appendix B
Performance Measures for Priority 7 - Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

COUNTY
Area

Last 12
months

Long term
average

Difference

% Emergencies in target

89.1.%

92.1%

-3.0%

% of 999s answered within
10 seconds

90.5%

87.4%

3.1%

Average time to answer 101
calls (County Only) (mm:ss)

N/A

N/A

N/A

% of public who agree police
are doing a good job (Crime
Survey for England and
Wales)

69.0%

68.3%

0.7%

Indicator

Good Stewardship of
Taxpayers' Money

Attending Emergencies
•

The aim is for 90% of emergencies to be attended within the Constabulary’s
target. The target for urban areas is 15 minutes and for rural areas, 20 minutes
(timings calculated from the point of the call being received to an officer being in
attendance).

•

In November 2018, 89.9% of emergencies in urban areas were attended within
the target time and 86% of rural emergencies were attended within the target
time.

•

In November 2018 the average time to attend an emergency in urban areas
was 9 minutes 19 seconds, the average time to attend a rural emergency was
13 minutes 36 seconds.

•

The increase in 999 calls being received has inevitably resulted in more
emergencies for front line attendance, which will be one contributory factor for
the decrease of 3% in emergencies within target, compared to the long-term
average. There have been over 1,747 more emergency response (Grade A)
calls in the current 12 month period to the end of November compared to the
long-term average.

•

The ongoing significant recruitment of new police officers means there is a
temporary reduction in the percentage of officers that are response trained in
front line roles. Work is ongoing with the Constabulary Driver Training team to
address this.
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•

Emergency response incidents are overseen by a trained dispatcher with
additional management support where the incident requires it. All emergency
attendance times are monitored live time and the dispatcher can always
consider an alternative unit if a difficulty in resourcing a response in good time
is encountered. For example, this could mean utilising a specialist unit such as
a roads policing resource.

Answering Emergency calls
•

The national target is to answer 90% of 999 calls within 10 seconds.

•

Norfolk Constabulary continues to perform strongly around the ability to answer
999 calls within 10 seconds despite the marked increase month on month in the
volume of these calls being made. The increase is not isolated to Norfolk, but
reflected nationally across all forces. For example, 999 call volumes for June,
July and August (9,518, 11,082 and 10,385 respectively) all exceeded the
highest month in 2017 which was July at 9,337 emergency calls. While
September 2018 was close to the 2017 high season point with 9,324 calls, both
October and November saw decreasing call volumes of 9,074 and 8,610
respectively. This November call volume was still higher than November 2017
by 910 calls (11.8%).

•

For reference 90% of 999 calls in November were answered within 10 seconds.

Answering 101 calls
•

In June 2018 Norfolk Constabulary introduced a new telephony system. An
automated attendant helps callers quickly redirect their call who want to contact
specialist units, such as custody or traffic justice. Those remaining are then put
through to the control room switchboard team who will speak with the caller and
risk assess the reason for the call. Once risk assessed, each call is added to a
specific queue.

•

Those call queues with the highest risk are prioritised to be answered first and
include reports around public safety, domestic incidents and mental health.
During busy periods, these high priority queues also have an automated system
where calls can be upgraded to a new queue after a set time period.

•

An issue has been identified in the calculation of the 101 call times. At this time
the Constabulary is exploring with the current system supplier how this matter
can be rectified. Whilst there is data available to consider for operational
decision making purposes there is a need to work through how the information
is collected so it can be publically reported accurately.

•

To alleviate some of the waiting time issues for the public, Norfolk Constabulary
has updated its website to facilitate better on-line reporting. This allows
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members of the public to provide information to the police on a variety of topics
and report certain crime types directly without having to phone 101 and wait in
a queue. The Switchboard team will also highlight this opportunity to callers
where they think it is appropriate and staff report there has been a level of take
up for this option. Further developments are planned for the website in due
course.
•

The Contact and Control Room is continuing its recruitment programme as well
as an upskill of a number of current staff to ensure key roles are filled. The
training programme will cause some abstraction of experienced staff to assist
with mentoring so there could be some potential impact on public call
answering times. Some additional switchboard support has been recruited prior
to the Christmas period to assist during high demand periods.

% of the public that believe police do a good job
•

The indicator for the percentage of the public who agree the police are doing a
good job is a question asked as part of the Crime Survey of England &
Wales. The survey data is taken quarterly with the most recent figure published
being for the year ending June 2018. The Constabulary’s score of 68.9% was
higher than the national average as well as for our most similar group of forces
(MSG) and ranks Norfolk 8th nationally, with the national average score being
61.6%.
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Appendix C

ORIGINATOR: Chief Finance Officer

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Discussion

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum 31st January 2018

SUBJECT: Budget Monitoring Report 2018/19
(based on period to 31 December 2018)

SUMMARY:
1.

This report provides a high level financial overview of the delegated
Constabulary Revenue Budget and the Capital Budgets for the current year,
2018/19.

2.

The Commissioner approved the total revenue budget and capital
programme for 2018/19 in February 2018 and this report forecasts income
and expenditure to the end of the year (outturn) based on the position at the
end of December 2018.

3.

The forecast revenue year-end position is an underspend of £0.057m.

RECOMMENDATION:
a)

The PCC is recommended to note the report.
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1.

Overview

1.1

Based on the position as at 31 December 2018, the total Chief Constable’s Net
Revenue Budget is forecast to be underspent by £0.057m at year end.

1.2

The high level summary is as follows:

Chief Constable Operational Spending
Transfer from Reserves
Chief Constable Operational
Spending (net)

Budget
2018/19
£000

Full Year
Forecast
£000

Over(-)/Under
spend
£000
%

161,297
-1,933

161,240
-1,933

57
0

0.04%
0.00%

159,364

159,307

57

0.04%

1.3

At month 8 the Constabulary was forecasting a year end overspend of
£0.063m. At month 9 the position has moved to a very marginal forecast year
end underspend of £0.057m.

2.

Revenue (Day to Day) Spending

2.1

The current forecast underspend by the Constabulary on the Revenue Budget
is £0.057m (0.04%) at the year-end. The main variances are explained below
and summarised in the following table:

Pay Related Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related Costs
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third party payments
Corporate
Income
Total

2.2

Budget

Full Year

Over(-) /
Under

2018/19
£000
129,870
1,365
16,123
3,602
12,601
4,645
3,306
-10,215
161,297

Forecast
£000
129,413
1,629
16,654
3,416
12,667
4,496
3,306
-10,341
161,240

Spend
£000
457
-264
-531
186
-66
150
0
126
57

Pay Related Costs
The forecast underspend of £0.457m includes the following variances:
•
•

Police Pay (£0.150m overspend due to strength being above
establishment).
Police Pensions (£0.320m underspend) due to lower contributions than
budgeted.
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•
•
•
2.3

Police allowances and NI (£0.290m underspend) due to lower unsocial
hours and National Insurance payments than budgeted.
Police overtime (£0.263m overspend), primarily within County Policing
Command and Protective Services.
Staff pay (£0.260m underspend) due to vacancies.

Other Employee Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.264m primarily relates to training and recruitment
costs.

2.4

Property Related Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.531m primarily relates to the exit payment in
respect of the lease for Vantage House (£0.386m), as reported in previous
months. Building Maintenance is forecast to be overspent by £0.140m. The
overspend in relation to the exit payment has been previously offset by the
additional use of reserves (Invest to Save), however this overspend is currently
offset by other constabulary underspends therefore the use of reserves is not
required. See para 3.2.

2.5

Transport Costs
The forecast underspend of £0.186m includes £0.100m relating to fuel based
on usage in the first 9 months of the year and £0.084m relating to travel
expenses.

2.6

Supplies and Services Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.066m includes additional costs in relation to
demand led pressures for doctor and surgeon costs, forensic costs and
interpreter costs (£0.150m) and insurance liability costs (£0.160m), offset by
underspends in equipment and operational expenses (£0.250m).

2.7

Third Party Payments
The forecast underspend of £0.150m relates to a lower contribution towards
partnership projects than budgeted.

2.8

Corporate
Within corporate budgets, it is proposed that the year-end underspend will be
utilised to fund short life capital assets, in order to reduce the requirement to
use reserves. As at 31st December, the available funding is £0.750m, which
primarily relates to unallocated inflation provision.

2.9

Income
The over-achievement in income of £0.126m primarily relates to mutual aid
assistance, offset by a shortfall in asset recovery and court income.
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3.

TRANSFER FROM RESERVES

3.1

The budgeted transfer from reserves of £1.933m primarily relates to Norfolk
2020 funding and cost of change, together with some temporary revenue items
such as the contribution to the seven force collaboration team costs and
temporary posts.

3.2

In the November 2018 Police Accountability Forum report, additional use of
reserves (£0.386m) had been assumed in order to fund the exit payment in
respect of the lease at Vantage House. At the present time this payment is
being absorbed within the total budget and financing by use of reserves will not
be necessary. This will be adjusted based on the final capital and revenue
outturn.

4.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.1

The Commissioner approved the Capital Programme of £11.143m, including
slippage from 2017/18 of £3.237m. The budget has increased to £11.242m
due to the approval of £0.026m funding in relation to additional costs in relation
to the Athena reporting solution and £0.073m in relation to protective monitoring
software.

4.2

The current forecast expenditure at year-end is £7.533m. The forecast
underspend of £3.489m includes £2.752m relating to re-profiling of Estates
schemes:
•
•
•
•
•

Gateway 11 Car Parking £0.110m
Attleborough £0.673m
Investigation Hubs £1.646m
Holt Fire Service Collaboration £0.127m
North Walsham £0.195m

The remaining underspend of £0.737m includes £0.217m in relation to ICT and
vehicle replacements and £0.520m forecast in joint schemes, £0.412m of which
will be required as slippage.
Original
Budget
Slippage from 2016/17
Table A – schemes
approved for immediate
start 1 April 2016
Total Capital
Programme
Table B – schemes
requiring a business
case or further report to
PCC(s) for approval
Table C – Longer term,
provisional schemes
requiring further reports
Total

£m
3.237

Changes
to be
approved
£m
0

Revised
Budget
£m
3.237

7.785

0

7.785

11.022

0

11.022

220

0

220

0

0

0

11.242

0

11.242
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Forecast
£m

7.533

Variance
£m

3.489

5.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

5.1

There are no other implications or risks.

ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’

Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

No

Have financial implications been considered?

Yes

Have human resource implications been considered?

Yes

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and resources, and
environment and sustainability implications been considered?

Yes

Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?

Yes

Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been considered
including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Yes

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the Police and
Crime Plan?

Yes

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely to be
affected by the recommendation?

No

Has communications advice been sought on areas of likely media interest
and how they might be managed?

No

In relation to all the above, have all relevant material issues been
highlighted in the ‘other implications and risks’ section of the submission
and have all the relevant officers/staff been consulted?

Yes

Report Author: John Hummersone - Chief Finance Officer
Date: 18 January 2019
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AGENDA ITEM: 5

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For information

SUBMITTED TO:

Police Accountability Forum – 31st January 2019

SUBJECT: Prevent Offending – County Lines and Operation Gravity

SUMMARY: The following document gives an overview of policing activity in
relation to the following actions within the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Police
and Crime Plan 2016-2020 under Strategic Priority 4 - ‘Preventing Offending’:
•

Continue the work surrounding county lines to reduce the supply and
availability of controlled drugs within the county.

•

Target organised crime groups who attempt to supply drugs within the
county and use the most vulnerable young people to distribute drugs into
communities.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the contents of the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

County lines and organised crime relating to drugs supply

1.1

County lines operational activity

1.1.1 Operation Gravity was instigated in December 2016 by Norfolk Constabulary
in response to the threat from county lines drugs supply. Since its inception
this form of criminality has received significant national exposure and the
extent of urban based organised crime groups establishing drug supply
networks across the country is now better understood. It is estimated that
there are approximately 1,500 lines established within England and Wales.
1.1.2 The aim of Operation Gravity has been to disrupt criminal networks and
reduce associated violence and exploitation linked to Class A drug supply as
opposed to merely tackling drugs supply per se. There is now a national
intelligence network to allow forces to better share information and link drugs
lines (groups) and work together to dismantle networks and bring offenders to
justice. The vast majority of county lines supplying Class A drugs within
Norfolk emanates from criminal activity in the London area.
1.1.3 Roads policing operations using Automatic Number Plate Recognition are
regularly conducted in support of the wider enforcement, seeking to disrupt
county lines use of the road network.
1.1.4 Norfolk Constabulary has established Operation Moonshot in King’s Lynn and
West Norfolk and most recently in Norwich to further tackle those using
vehicles to enable their criminality, including those linked to drugs supply and
county lines.

1.2

Inter-agency liaison, prevention and enforcement consolidation

1.2.1 Work with housing providers to identify of those vulnerable to ‘cuckooing’
continues, with proactive support provided to prevent offending and target
hardening to reduce the potential for exploitation and harm. This includes
serving notices under the Misuse of Drugs Act and taking action to evict those
that choose not to engage and persist in criminal or anti-social activities.
1.2.2 Officers from Norfolk Constabulary continue to engage with drugs support
services to ensure that those seeking help can access services which will in
turn reduce their vulnerability to exploitation.
1.2.3 Education and empowering young people to make informed choices is crucial
in breaking the cycle of drug use, supply and the exploitation of young people
that is a key feature of county lines activity.
During 2018 Norfolk
Constabulary was the first commissioner of a county lines education product
aimed at year 8 students. The intent of this was to highlight; the issues and
model of county lines, how young people can be drawn in and, how to identify
this type of exploitation. The programme and a hard hitting play was
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delivered in 51 Norfolk high schools and has been highly applauded for its
effectiveness in conveying the key messages. This product has been
adopted and is being rolled out by a number of other education providers
nationally.
1.2.4 Post enforcement consolidation work has involved officers, supported by
Norfolk Special Constabulary, visiting the local community in the areas where
operational activities have taken place. This includes the provision of
information relating to the work of Operation Gravity and seeks to gain further
information that may help to assess the wider impact upon the community
from this type of criminality. Work also includes community engagement,
reassurance and promoting drugs reporting both direct and through
Crimestoppers.
1.3

Intelligence assessment

1.3.1 There is an ongoing intelligence collection plan in respect to Operation Gravity
and this is key to assessing the threat posed to local communities by each of
the supply lines. This includes the threat posed from the actual use and
distribution of drugs but also takes into account the threat posed through the
use of violence, exploitation of vulnerable people including children, and the
threat of human trafficking in the movement of drugs by people through fear.
1.3.2 A detailed assessment of the risks and threats associated with each county
line is reviewed regularly to assist in directing police and other agency activity.
This intelligence-led operation assesses that there are currently 28 county
lines active within Norfolk. Although fluid in their geographical area of supply,
they can be broken down into areas of most activity; Norwich 17, Great
Yarmouth 7, King’s Lynn and West Norfolk 2, and Breckland 2.
1.3.3 When Operation Gravity commenced in December 2016, the estimated
number of active lines in Norfolk was 58.
1.4

Organised crime and drugs supply

1.4.1 Since the commencement of Operation Gravity there has been a concerted
effort across Norfolk Constabulary to deny those involved in drugs supply the
ability to undertake their operations unhindered. As such there has been a
focus on denying the use of the road network to move drugs into and around
the county and a focus on the rail network to deter this being used as an
enabler and to detect offenders.
1.4.2 The use of intelligence and branding linked to Operation Gravity has enabled
strong understanding in communities as to the issue of county lines and the
reporting of drugs supply information around vulnerable people or premises.
One of the successes of Operation Gravity is the strong branding and this has
been important in raising the profile of this criminality and its threats.
1.4.3 Enforcement activity has been a key feature of Operation Gravity aligned to
other streams of protection and prevention. Since the commencement of the
operation, 904 arrests have been made, with many of these arrests
undertaken through the use of search warrants linked to community
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intelligence or through proactive deployments around individuals, vehicles or
the rail network.
1.4.4 In March 2018 enforcement activity commenced following a 6 month
undercover operation named Operation Granary, focussing on those
responsible for the supply of Class A drugs. Through this enforcement phase,
87 people have been arrested with a small number still to be located. These
cases are still progressing through the courts with a large majority of those
found guilty receiving custodial sentences of between 2 and 5 years.
1.4.5 National activity weeks focussing on county lines to provide a co-ordinated
disruption of this type of criminality are fully supported by Norfolk
Constabulary.
1.4.6 In the last national co-ordinated activity week there were 89 arrests for county
lines offences across the eastern region (Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs, Beds,
Herts, Essex, and Kent) and 858 individual wraps of Class A drugs recovered.
Proactive activity in Norfolk accounted for 33 of these arrests and 700 of the
recovered wraps. This is reflective not of the scale of county lines in Norfolk
but of the strong determination of the Constabulary and partners to reduce the
harm caused, and of the strong branding and public awareness which
provides supporting intelligence.
1.4.7 The Performance Measures for Priority 4 of the Police and Crime Plan (20162020) ‘Prevent Offending and Rehabilitating Offenders’ are attached in
Appendix A of this report.

2.

Financial implications

2.1

None Identified

3.

Other implications and risks

3.1

None identified
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Appendix A
Performance Measures for Priority 4 Prevent Offending and Rehabilitating Offenders

COUNTY
Area

Indicator

Prevent
Offending and
Rehabilitating
Offenders

Long Term
Averages

Last 12
months

N/A

1,386

N/A

12,170

N/A

1,079

1,622

1,978

Number of Child
Sexual Abuse
Crimes (CSA)
Number of
Personal Property
Crimes
Number of Hate
Crimes
Serious Sexual
Offence Crimes
(SSO)

Difference

21.9%

Number of
Domestic Abuse
6,967
9,071
30.2%
Crimes (DA)
Number of Online
N/A
1,308
Crimes
Number of
382
487
27.5%
Robbery Crimes
Number of
Violence with
5,943
6,871
15.6%
Injury Crimes
Number of Rural
399
383
-4%
Crimes
Number of firsttime entrants to
the criminal
47*
31*
-33%*
justice system per
10,000
* These figures are for the periods ending June 2018. All other figures are for the period ending
November 2018.

•

The long term average for the number of crimes is a three year average. This
is used to smooth out seasonal variance and to avoid exceptional years in
crime recording. However, the way we obtain data with respect to certain
crime types (such as child sexual abuse, hate crimes, online crimes and rural
crimes) makes comparisons with historical data difficult. Since October 2015,
Norfolk and Suffolk have used a new system to record crimes called Athena.
This new system allows officers and staff to add keywords (such as CSA,
rural) to crimes to help categorise them for performance reporting. Thus, long
term averages for certain categories will not be available until October 2018.
Historical data is also not available for certain categories of crime as the
National Crime Recording Standards have changed over the past 4 years.
Offences such as burglary fall into this category.
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•

Whilst there is no historical data for crimes of Child Sexual Abuse, it is clear
that with increased reporting, more peer-on-peer offending and greater
historical reporting that there is an upward trend. This is replicated in other
areas such as serious sexual offences, on-line offences and crimes of
domestic abuse. This changing face of crime has been well documented
within the Norfolk 2020 work and the Constabulary has allocated greater
resources to these expanding areas. The development of the new
investigation hubs in the east and west of the county will ensure that the
Constabulary will continue to meet these challenges as crimes become ever
more complex in the future.
Personal property crimes include the following crime types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burglary residential dwelling
Burglary residential non-dwelling (sheds/garages etc.)
Theft from the person
Theft from motor vehicle
Theft of motor vehicle
Criminal Damage

•

Whilst we are unable to provide long-term averages for burglary residential
data, we can provide it for the other categories. Of note is that theft of motor
vehicle has increased up by 17.2% in the last 12 months compared to the
long term average. This is believed to be triggered by youths stealing
motorbikes and scooters in Norwich and Great Yarmouth and a crime series
by an organised group of criminals stealing high powered cars from across
the region.

•

The number of recorded domestic abuse crimes has gone up by 30.2% in the
last 12 months against the long term average. A key reason for this increase
is a recent business decision that domestics are initially recorded as a crime
and only converted to an incident once a crime has been negated. When the
crime and incident numbers are combined, the demand is quite stable,
seasonal variations aside.

•

Serious Sexual Offences include crimes of rape and other serious sexual
offences, such as sexual assault. All police forces have recorded a rise in
sexual offences, with the number of rape reports up nationally by 31% and
other sexual offences up by 22% (source: Office for National Statistics –
Crime Survey for England and Wales). Norfolk has experienced a percentage
change slightly lower than the national average but this rise may also reflect
better recording practices and greater willingness to report offences. These
figures include offences involving child-on-child offending, reporting of nonrecent events and third party reports. According to the Crime Survey of
England and Wales, the number of police recorded crimes has not caught up
with the survey results and it is likely that the increase seen will continue to
rise. As previously mentioned, the Constabulary is changing its policing
model to deal with this increasing area of crime.

•

Robbery has increased by 27.5% from the long term average. This rise has
come from a low starting point and analysis has indicated that a significant
number of recent offences took place between victims and offenders already
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known to the police. This indicates increased reporting from some sections of
the community who have previously not engaged.
•

Better recording standards are believed to have influenced the 15.6%
increase in offences of violence with injury compared to the long term
average. The majority of offences in this crime category are low level
assaults (the most common is Actual Bodily Harm) and this trend has been
seen nationally. This crime type will also include offences between children
(previously sporadically recorded or dealt with by schools) and nursing and
care homes where the victim and/or the offender lacks mental capacity.

•

Rural crimes figures include offences such as hare coursing, lead theft,
animal and egg theft, and metal theft. The Constabulary is committed to
tackling rural crimes through its safer neighbourhood teams, and through
targeted resources such as Op Randall and Op Moonshot.

•

First time entrants (FTE) into the Criminal Justice System is a measure that is
expressed per 10,000 population of Norfolk’s 10-17 year olds. The number of
10-17 year olds entering the criminal justice system continues to fall. The
long-term average indicates the rate of first-time entrants was 47.0 per
10,000. This has fallen to 31.4 per 10,000 for the last 12 months we have
data for (up to the end of June 2018). There could be a number of reasons
for this drop. The use of safer school officers can provide early intervention
and resolutions to incidents which do not lead to criminalising children. In
addition to this, there are a number of diversionary tactics that can be used by
police and partners to provide justice which doesn’t lead to an arrest or a
formal process. There is also a greater understanding that a number of
children committing crimes have wider vulnerability issues which may be
causing the criminality. For these situations, a multi-agency approach through
contextual safeguarding at home, school and in the community is more
suitable than the criminal justice route.

•

The influence of social media and access to the internet can lead to complex
situations where children can be victims as well as offenders. This includes
the sending of indecent images via text messages or apps. Norfolk
Constabulary regularly provides guidance to protect and safeguard children
and to prevent an escalation in risk and harm’.

•

The introduction of the ‘C4C’ Challenge for Change triage system in June
2016 by the Youth Offending Team (YOT) working with the Constabulary
targeted the diversion of first time entrants and was a key point in securing a
reduction in FTEs. C4C triage means that when a young person is arrested by
the police their case is reviewed and if assessed by YOT as suitable for an
intervention to prevent them entering the criminal justice system they are
engaged on the C4C scheme. This is a prevention strand from the YOT which
delivers short interventions to divert young people from cautions or court
appearances. The intention is to prevent a young person from becoming a
first time offender and potentially reoffending
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AGENDA ITEM: 6

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 31st January 2019

SUBJECT: Norfolk 2020 Update: Increase Visible Policing

SUMMARY:
This report outlines Norfolk 2020 progress in relation to the Strategic Policing
Objective Priority 1: Increase Visible Policing, as set in the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s Police and Crime Plan 2016-2020.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 1: Increase Visible Policing, as set in the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and Crime Plan
2016-2020.
Norfolk 2020 Update.

1.2

In October 2017, Norfolk Constabulary announced the proposals for a new
policing model which would fundamentally change Local Policing in Norfolk and
ensure that the organisation was fit for the future.
The major changes announced saw the removal of the Police Community
Support Officer (PCSO) role from the organisation, an increase in police officers
and the creation of two state of the art premises for detectives to tackle the high
harm, high impact, high complexity investigations of today and the future.
Despite planning ahead, the organisation could never avoid the situation where
the uplift in police officers we were seeking would all be fully effective prior to
the PCSOs’ departure. To the Communications Department’s credit, as well as
Human Resources recruitment and learning and development, Norfolk
Constabulary had recruited virtually all of the required police officers by 1st April
2018, when the new model officially went live.

1.3

Norfolk 2020 also initiated Operation Solve, which would alleviate demand from
the frontline particularly in crime recording, Grade C (slow time) attendance,
and follow up enquiries such as CCTV collection and statement taking. In
addition, an alternative reserve style model for the role of scene guard has
been developed to alleviate this particular demand around cordons on frontline
officers. The first opening of the lines has seen 32 applications from all around
the county.
Despite all of these measures, the changes were always going to be potentially
difficult owing to the transition from one operating model to another and the
time it takes for student officers to become effective.

1.4

A review of the Public Enquiry Office (PEO) operating model was undertaken to
ensure that the model was efficient and effective for the future. The new model
has become business as usual and is now fully staffed. Engagement Surgeries
are available as announced at police stations across the county, for 2 hours
each week, to ensure members of the public can engage with a local officer
face to face should they wish. The dates and times of the Engagement
Surgeries are advertised locally via social media and local newspapers as well
as on the Constabulary website and on local signage at the police station.

1.5

It is only right to present the final outcomes for the 176 affected staff who were
PCSOs and PEO staff. When so many are put at risk of redundancy, in an
organisation with shrinking budgets, the outcome is not going to be positive.
However, the fact that 76 members of staff were retained, 30 becoming police
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officers was beyond expectations. It is significant that so many years of
service, so much organisational knowledge, and so much skill has been
retained. Most importantly for the people involved, this has not put them
through the same levels of jeopardy so this is a good outcome.
It is true that 100 people did leave the Constabulary, but the organisation
managed the change process in an exemplary manner and the staff affected
conducted themselves impressively throughout.
NORFOLK 2020

176

Staff affected

76

Retained
1x senior PEO
13x PEO
30x PCs
16x EHH
3x SSP
3x CCR
10x other

Left
4x resign
1x career break
95x redundant
(84x PCSOs 11x
PEOs
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1.6

Building the Norfolk Policing Model.

Stocking 2020 model

RESPONSE

NEIGHBOURHOODS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
POLICING TEAMS

SSP

MOONSHOT

From a starting percentage in the high 70s on 1st April 2018, Norfolk
Constabulary’s Local Policing establishment has climbed to 87% effective
strength in the Districts. This is very good progress. A percentage of 90/91
would be the expected level, with there being an expected gap from 100%
owing to long term sickness, abstractions, and secondments etc.
Our Safer Neighbourhood Team Patrol numbers are fully resourced. This has
seen an increase in three officers every shift of every day of the year (two
Police Constables and a Sergeant.) In addition, there are surplus numbers as
this is where student officers are placed initially following completion of their
classroom based training.
Within neighbourhoods, we have hired 14 new Sergeants dedicated to
Neighbourhood Policing; a significant step in co-ordinating the Beat Managers’
efforts and focusing on neighbourhood priorities and neighbourhood problem
solving. The Beat Managers are now nearly fully recruited to, which includes
an uplift to 100 Beat Managers from a starting point of 84.
Three of the five Neighbourhood Policing Teams have been recruited to. The
Safer Schools Partnership has 80% of its police officers and half the staff that
the precept rise managed to protect. Having failed to recruit the remaining 3
staff roles on a number of occasions, the 2020 model has again demonstrated
its flexibility in adapting to the challenges we face. Therefore, the three
vacancies have been converted into two further police officer posts to join
forces with Norfolk County Council in further developing the prevention element
against County Lines. This will run as a pilot initiative for a 6 month period.
Finally, with respect to the rollout of Op Moonshot, the decision was taken to
pilot the already established Moonshot West team in the city of Norwich, to test
that the tactic that has been so productive in the rural west would be as
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impactive in the city. So the team transferred for two months. Combining with
Roads Policing and Armed Response, with Specials dedicating huge amounts
of hours enabling us to put out more vehicles, and the Road Casualty
Reduction Partnership officers on their bikes, the productivity was remarkable.
The Moonshot West Team (1 Sergeant and 8 Police Constables) have, in the
West of the County, achieved 208 arrests in 183 operational days, recovered 7
figure sums of property, brought about a vast number of driving points, and over
150 years’ worth of disqualified driving penalties, along with nearly £40,000
pounds worth of fines.
In the city, when combined with the Road Casualty Reduction Team, Roads
Policing, Armed Response Vehicles and Specials, in 25 operational days, they
achieved 105 arrests and 165 seizures of vehicles, disrupting criminals, seizing
weapons and stepping up the Constabulary’s proactive and preventative
approach to tackling criminality.

Content that the tactic will indeed have the desired effect, the Constabulary
pressed on with the permanent recruitment of the Moonshot City Team. The
team started on 12th November 2018 and across their first 13 shifts the team of
a Sergeant and eight Police Constables have had 28 arrests, 17 vehicle
seizures and recovered money and weapons, including notable arrests for
money laundering and of those involved in organised crime groups.
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1.7

Calls for Service.
NORFOLK 2020

calls

attendance

crime

channel shift

The Constabulary carried out an initial five months in health check of some key
metrics, although it is too early to draw substantial conclusions regarding the
rollout of the new model.
999 calls have increased nationally, and Norfolk is no exception. This summer
there were 8 additional Grade As a day and 11 additional Grade Bs. That is on
top of about 120 of each type of call, i.e. just under a 10% increase. It is
important to keep in mind, that these are the calls that we have to get to within
15 minutes, or 20 minutes, or 60 minutes in terms of our response model. And
these calls matter, they are a key part of the service we provide.
Norfolk’s Contact and Control Room coped with this increased call demand,
and the response model maintained the attendance performance despite it not
being up to fully effective strength.
The types of calls rising are in line with the already identified trends; Domestic
crime and Domestic incidents, as well as violence against the person.
Whilst 999 calls have increased, 101 has undergone a transformation during
this summer with the arrival of the new telephony system. This has brought
about a dramatic fall in the number of calls reaching our communication
officers. Some of this will be through people self-selecting the routes through
the auto-attendant, but the other benefit to the system is the ability to have
more resources on switchboard. So whilst the number of people calling 101
has remained broadly the same, the number who have needed our skilled
communications officers to assess their call in terms of threat, risk, harm and
vulnerability (THRIVE) is far fewer. Specifically, reductions of more than 25%
have been seen. This also provides an enhanced service to those who are
immediately re-directed to their chosen department/location, rather than having
to wait for a call taker to become available.
Importantly the system also allows the Constabulary to prioritise calls more
effectively. If the call is domestic related, clearly this is a higher priority than an
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administrative one. As a result, the Constabulary is in the process of reassessing the key performance indicators for call handling non-emergency
calls. Clearly, a single target for all call types is no longer relevant.
The Constabulary is also running a pilot with regards to our attendance of
domestic incidents. This has been successful in ensuring the vast majority of
domestic calls are attended within 24 hours, recognising this inevitably has an
impact on the speed to attend other call types.
Crime is, unfortunately, on the increase. There is more cyber, more abuse,
more sexual and violence offences. Whilst this more complex demand must
take our attention and resource, the force, with resources reducing had to
change how it investigates the lower level volume crime.
The previously mentioned Op Solve has been part of our developing response
to this. Here the Constabulary has used the restricted and recuperative duties
officers from around the county to take up both crime recording, and desk
based investigations. Starting from only two crime types, shoplifting and
making off without payment, this operation has broadened and expanded to a
number of volume crime types.
This is genuinely a zero cost resource in the sense that there has been no
growth of posts, merely using the resources differently with the team making
great strides. The work of Solve is focused on Grade Cs and Diary calls for
service (i.e. the slower time necessary attendance). Over this summer, they
have processed 45 calls for service per day. This removes demand from the
frontline from a starting point of 120 calls for service per day.
The main beneficiaries of the new Solve model have been victims, who get a
more prompt service. There is great power in talking promptly to a police officer
as the person to investigate the crime.
In June, the Constabulary launched a re-vamped website which has helped
guide more people around the services we offer and for us to structure the
information people submit. This has led to improvements in our crime recording
and our compliance with the necessity to record crimes within 24 hours of
reporting. Whilst the early findings are positive, an area of concern, which is in
line with the national trends, is a declining positive outcome rate. This
continues to be analysed to understand what can be done with the resources
available to reverse the trend.
1.8

The Performance Measures for Priority 1, Increase Visible Policing are attached
in Appendix A.

2.

FINANCIAL UPDATE

2.1

As ever, there are new challenges which will need to be addressed, such as:
•
•

The recent pension changes affecting the available funding
The potential impacts of the new police recruitment programme (Police
Education and Qualifications Framework)
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•

The uncertainty about the future of police budgets making financial planning
very difficult

Nevertheless, the Norfolk 2020 model was designed to be able to adjust to
different levels of funding, positive or negative, in a swift manner and without
the need for fundamental re-structure.
The Norfolk 2020 Policing Model is evidence based, scalable, flexible and
designed to ensure that the Constabulary is fit for the future. A key aspect of
the design is that the data which assists modelling can be refreshed every year
so that Chief Officers can adjust resources accordingly. This summer’s data is
already being analysed to assist these decisions. In the meantime, the
Constabulary looks forward to the autumn and winter, as the new model gets
closer to full strength.
3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None
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Appendix A
Performance Measures for Priority 1 - Increase Visible Policing
COUNTY
Area

Indicator

Increase Visible
Policing

Actual Strength:
Police Officers
Actual Strength:
Police Staff
Actual Strength:
Special Constabulary
Actual Strength:
Police Volunteers
(data from June
2018)
Funded Strength:
Police Officers
Funded Strength:
Police Staff
% of Police Officer
Funded Strength
available for front
line duties
% of people who
agree that they have
confidence in police
(CSEW)
% of people who
agree that police
deal with
community
priorities (CSEW)

Last 12
months

Long Term
Averages

Difference

1,542

1,502

40

1,068

1033

35

180

240

-60

120

89

31

1,519

1,491

28

1,102

1,062

40

88.9%

*

82.6%

82.0%

0.6%

61.8%

64.4%

-2.6%

*% Data is only available from June 2016 so a long-term average (3 yr) can’t be calculated.

•

The Constabulary has managed to maintain police officer numbers despite a
continuation of the budget reductions. In the last two years alone, £2.8m of
budget savings has been taken from Local Policing and yet with the rollout of
Norfolk 2020 and the creation of the new operating model, 97 additional police
officer roles were formed. This data shows that this uplift of funded officer posts
has been successfully recruited into, with 1542 recruited against the 1519
funded posts. (Please note: this apparent ‘over-established position is usual
practice and takes into account forecasted retirements, leavers, secondments
and career breaks etc.).

•

Recruitment continues apace to maximise the numbers and to ensure that the
establishment remains recruited taking into account officer retirees in the
coming years. Police staff numbers have increased with the proportion of roles
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within operational support increasing (e.g. Safer Schools Partnership,
Safeguarding of Children Online Team).
•

The Special Constabulary numbers have seen reductions owing to recruitment
to become police officers. This has prevented the intended uplift, but a new
marketing campaign and programme of work has been introduced to increase
numbers, including locally based recruitment processes trialled at Great
Yarmouth. Early signs from the Great Yarmouth pilot have increased our
confidence that the Special Constabulary will grow in numbers over the coming
years.

•

Volunteer numbers have seen an increase in the variety of roles to attract more
people to apply their diverse skills, from operational support to administration
support. The Force continues to be very grateful to those who are willing to
give their time in support of our mission and for our communities.

•

Of the police officer numbers, the vast majority are available for frontline duties
and this has been demonstrated and utilised in the summer of 2018 to enable
the number of pre-planned and spontaneous deployments to events, as well as
regular demand.

•

It is pleasing to see that the public’s confidence in the police remains at a high
level and indeed has increased in the last 12 month period even given the
substantial re-structure and the removal of the Police Community Support
Officer (PCSO) role.

•

Whilst the Constabulary will continue to work hard to increase the percentage of
people who agree that the police deal with community priorities, the slight
reduction from the long term average is not unexpected given the restructure of
neighbourhood policing. The new 2020 model re-introduces dedicated
neighbourhood policing team sergeants and increases the Beat Manager
(neighbourhood policing constable) numbers. Neighbourhood policing remains
the fundamental bedrock of the Norfolk Policing Model.
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AGENDA ITEM: 7

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 31st January 2019

SUBJECT: Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue
Services (HMICFRS) report - Understanding the difference: The initial police
response to hate crime.

SUMMARY: This report updates on Norfolk Constabulary’s response to the above
report.

RECOMMENDATION: The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the
contents of this report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Summary of the response to the HMICFRS report - Understanding the
difference: the initial police response to hate crime.

1.1

Hate incidents and crimes are defined as:
Any criminal offence or incident which is perceived by the victim or any
other person, to be motivated by hostility or prejudice towards
someone based on a personal characteristic.

1.2

The UK government monitors police data on offending motivated by hostility
towards these personal characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

Race or ethnicity
Religion or belief
Sexual orientation
Disability
Transgender identity

1.3

In 2017/18 HMICFRS carried out a national inspection of how the police
service nationally deals with hate incidents and crimes.

1.4

The inspection found many examples of good practice within most police
forces; however, there were some inconsistencies found.

1.5

The inspection found that victims were sometimes let down and that a lack of
good accurate information specifically in terms of crime recording make it
difficult for the government, police and crime commissioners, chief constables
and victim support groups to have an understanding of the nature and scale of
hate crime and how to respond to it effectively.

2.

Norfolk’s current position

2.1

Whilst this is a national report, Norfolk Constabulary benchmarks well with
good processes, proactive preventative work, organisational training and
recognition of the importance of delivering a high quality response to victims
of hate incidents and crimes.

2.2

Hate related behaviour is a priority for Norfolk Constabulary and is recognised
in the Force Vulnerability Strategy. The Constabulary continues to develop its
understanding of the link between hate incidents and crime and the Prevent
agenda.

2.3

All hate incident and crimes are discussed at the level 1 Daily Management
Meeting. This meeting is chaired by the District Commander and gives them
the opportunity to be sighted on any reports. Any that are deemed higher risk
or have the ability to significantly impact upon community confidence and
tensions can be raised to the level 2 Daily Management Meeting which is
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chaired by the County Policing Command (CPC) Chief Superintendent for
additional oversight.
2.4

The graph below shows hate incidents and crimes by month since January
2016.
Between June and September 2018 hate crime was below levels experienced
in the previous 2 years, with September producing the lowest incidents and
crimes in 2018.

2.5

Changes in the recording practices in June 18 are the most likely cause for
the reduction in hate crime over this period. Specifically, greater clarity was
introduced around ‘hate motivated due to disability’ which has made this
category clearer and removed those reports that were included merely due to
them being reported by a victim with a physical disability.

2.6

The graph below shows how global events can affect local hate
crime/incidents. While 2016 and 2017 witnessed a proliferation of terror
attacks both in the UK and abroad, events in 2018 have not been as
impactful.
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2.7

As part of our commitment to hate crime in Norfolk, our Equality & Diversity
Manager has recently taken over as Chair of the South East Region Hate
Crime Group. All Forces in the region are represented on this group and the
purpose is to meet quarterly and discuss issues and trends that affect every
Force. Currently the group are working on a regional risk assessment for hate
crime.

2.8

The Constabulary continue to roll out Hate Crime and Community Tension
training to all new Student Police Officers and Communications Officers within
the Contact and Control Room. This includes definitions, examples of how to
recognise hate, the Equality Act 2010, impact, barriers and why it’s important.

2.9

The Constabulary also continues to work in partnership with Norfolk County to
promote its 3rd party reporting system, Stop Hate in Norfolk (SHiN). Since its
launch in November 2016, over 400 people from the public and voluntary
sector have been trained in what constitutes hate, how to take a report and
what happens next.

3.

HMICFRS Recommendations

3.1

The report makes several recommendations that they feel if implemented will
improve the police response to hate crime, make victims safer and help build
communities’ trust in the police.

3.2

Recommendation 1
We recommend that, within three months, chief constables make sure
hate crimes are correctly flagged, and that forces have good enough
processes in place to make sure this is done.
Norfolk Constabulary delivers comprehensive training to student officers and
Contact and Control Room staff to understand hate. The Contact and Control
Room staff ask the question ‘Do you think you are being targeted for who you
are or what you believe’. They also use the THRIVE (Threat, Harm, Risk,
Investigation, Vulnerability, Engagement) methodology for each call to ensure
any hate related factors are identified at the earliest opportunity and all
crime/incidents are flagged.

3.3

Recommendations 2, 3, 4
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2. We recommend that, within six months, chief constables adopt a
system of risk assessment for vulnerable victims of hate crime. The
National Police Chiefs Council lead for hate crime and the College of
Policing should give chief constables advice about how best to do this
3. We recommend that, within six months, chief constables incorporate
risk management into a risk assessment process for vulnerable victims
of hate crime. The National Police Chiefs Council lead for hate crime and
the College of Policing should give chief constables advice about how
best to do this
4. We recommend that, within six months, chief constables work with
partner organisations to adopt a system of risk management for
vulnerable victims of hate crime. The National Police Chiefs Council lead
for hate crime and the College of Policing should give chief constables
advice about how best to do this. They should also consider whether the
principles of the multi-agency risk assessment conferences (MARAC)
process are a good way to manage the risks to hate crime victims
The South East Region Hate Crime Group is currently developing a regional
risk assessment that Norfolk Constabulary and Hampshire Constabulary will
be trialling. Dr Nathan Hall who is a Hate Crime expert who advises the
National Police Chiefs Council lead for Hate Crime and the College of Policing
has advised that realistically the national product will not be ready until
summer 2019. Therefore Norfolk and Hampshire constabularies are
producing a regional risk assessment, with support from Dr Hall, with a view
to informing the national work he will be doing with the National Police Chiefs
Council lead and the College of Policing.
3.4

Recommendation 5
We recommend that, within three months, chief constables make sure
that the Home Office cyber-enabled flag is consistently applied, and that
forces have adequate systems in place to make sure that this is done.
Norfolk Constabulary has the facility in Webstorm (call handling recording
system) and Athena (crime recording system) to flag cyber related hate. The
Constabulary is also considering a new communications plan highlighting to
staff what cyber hate crime is and how it can be flagged.

3.5

Recommendation 6
We recommend that, following the review, any agreed minimum
standard of response for forces should be monitored by force
governance processes, including external scrutiny.
HMICFRS has recommended that the Hate Crime Operational Guidance
published in 2014 by the College of Policing is reviewed and responses
monitored by the governance process. All hate crime data will be monitored
by the internal virtual equality board and externally by the partners hate crime
scrutiny panel.

3.6

Recommendation 7
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We recommend that chief constables make sure officers know it is
important to find and record more intelligence about hate crime and use
it to inform the police response.
Norfolk Constabulary currently includes this in the training but can also put out
bespoke messages through second briefs and force communications
platforms.

3.7

Recommendation 8
We believe there needs to be a change to control room practice to make
sure victims are asked why they perceive that the perpetrator has acted
as he or she has done. This will make sure victims get an appropriate
response.
Norfolk Contact and Control Room already does this and has for the last 18
months approximately.

4.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1

None

5.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

5.1

None
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
N
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

